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Determination tables for the small gastropods
from the Paris Basin Eocene

XI - The family MARGINELLIDAE

Louis Gougerot and Jacques Le+Renard

I - INTPODUCTION

The family Marginellidae (Neogastropoda) consist of shells with a

siphonal canal. Its representatives from the Paris Basin Eocene are

usually small, not exceeding 15 nm in height (average height U-10 ns,

while the recent tropical species are larger, to a few centimeters).

The last whorl is generally very large in proportion to the spire. The

suture is shallow and often inconspicuous, filled by inductura (glossy
enamel covering all of the shell exterior). There is never spiral

ornamentation, nor, except in one species, axial ornamentation. The

siphonal canal is very short, and, a family characteristic, at least k

columellar folds are always present.

Present malacologista divide the recent species into a rather great

number of genera and subgenera, sometimes founded not only on the «heil

morphology but also in the charaeteristics such as radula, sexual

organs and other anatomical parts, Our table of determination for-the

genera and subgenera has been founded through conchological charaeteristics,
for it is not possible to accede to soft parts in Paleontology. There

are only fev gensric taxa in the Parisian Eocene, and ve can divide the

35 species into: two genera, Gibberula (9 species) and Persicula {k

species), and 3 subgenera of Marginella, i.e. Stazzania TTT species).
Volvarina (3 species) and Glabella
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(3 species). Each of these taxa is

subject of a separate determination table. Of the 35 studied species
(of wich none is of the genus Marginella sensu stricto).

—— _

31 species are

illustrated in the "iconographie co«plete
f5~oF”Cogsmarm & Pissarro;

2 species were discribed from the Basin of Nantes,'" 1 Persicula dautzenbergi

and Marginella allixi, but we found them also in the Paris Basin; one

species. Marginella morelletorum, has heen described and illustrated

previously (Gouflerot & BraillonT 1968 : 196); and a new species. Marginella

pseudovolvarina. is described herein.

Several species, in particularsthin Stazania .and Giberula are difficult

to differentiate, because they differ only by the shape of their outline.

Above all, inbetween the extreme morphotypes, excist transitional

specimens of dubious classification, wich may lead to doubt the validity

of some so called species. However
swe have kept, these morphotypes separate

ARALYTXCAL SUMMARY - The 35 species cf Marginellidae from the Eocene of

the JStrisian Basin are divided into their genera and subgenera; they

ere subject of dichotomical determination tables* vith systcaatic figures

and critical taxonomie comments. The localities and stratigraphical

distribution of each species are stated. A nev species, Marginalla

(Stazzania) pseudovolvarina, and a nev subspecies, Marginella (Volvarina)

bouryi supraeocarnica, are described and illustrated. One variety is

raised to% the rank of species, Gibberula spirata, and ancther to the

rank of subspecies, Marginalia (Stazzania) eburnea pentaptycta. The

Species Marginella (Glabella) allixi is reported in the Parisian Easin

•for the first time.
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in the tables
5

nointing out the eyentual excistence of transitional

foras.

Fome specimens, in particular from Villiers-Faint-Fredëric, still show

remains of their original colour nattern, wich seems to be constant

for each species,. The colours disapnear quickly by the nresence of light.

We have found sinistral specimens in U species' this indicates a

relatively high degree of occurence of this narticularity.

As in the prcceding notes of the series, ve will now indicate the most

important localities from wich comes our Marginellidae nspterial• the

names of the departments shall not be r.epeated in the pytide.

CUIRIAN; Cui se-la-’totte (Oise): Ferouval (near Montjavoult, Oise)*

(Oise).

LUTETIM: Chaussy (Val-d'Oise); Baaery { T 'arne); Fercourt (near *’ouchy-le-

Chatel, Oise)' Ferme~de~l'Orme (yvelines); Foptenay-Faint-Père ('Zal-

ft'Oise); Frileuse (near Beynes, Yvelines): les Groux (near Liancourt-

Saint-Pierre, Oise); :fontchauvet (Yvelines); Fontmirail (Farne): Parnes

(Oise);. Pequiécourt (Near Cabaipnes. Eure); Faint-Luhin-de-la-ïïaye

(Eure-et-Loir): Thionville-sur-Onton (Yvelines); Vaudancourt (Oise);

Villiers-Saint-Frêdëric (Yvelines).

UPPER LUTETIAN («’BIARRITZIAU"): Le ~ois Gouët (Loire-Atlantioue).

AUVERSIAK (» LOPER BARTOÏÏIAN); Attainville (Val d'Oise); Auvers-sur-Oise

(Val d'Oise); Barisseuse (Oise); Baron (Oise). Ermenonville (Val-d'Oise);
Le Guepelle (near Saint-Fitz, Val d'Oise); Ronquerolles (Val d'Oise);

(Val d'Oise).

MARINEFIAN (= UPPER BARTOVIAN): Chars (Val d'Oise); ChavenQon (Val

d'Oise); Fonneville (Val d'Oise).

II DETERMINATION TABLE FOR THE GENERA AND SUBGENERA OF MARGINELLIDAE

1 (2) Spire completely covered by a callus starting from the ton of the

outer lip; outer lip internally crenulated. (These characteristics

apply only to adult specimens; .juveniles can have an incompletely
covered spire,'but the calus, although sometimes incomplete, is

always present) G. Persicula Schumacher

2(1) Spire not covered by a callus; the first whorls are alvayn visible,,

even vhen the spire is only slightly elevated......... ..3 (6)

3 (6) Presence of a more or less developed i.e. 'a callous

like spiral band, starting from the 2
n

or 3' columellar fold,

and winding round the eiphonal canal, thus ending at the margin
of the outer lip, on the bachside'

1 (from Cossmann.. defining the french

word "limbe'
1

). Oval egg-shaped form, vith a slightly or very

slightly elevated spire .
U (5)

1* (5) Fairly broad and sharnlv bordered fesciole. Presence of a curvature

(notch) at the end of the siphonal canal. Adult snecimens vith the

edge of the outer lip thickened and lirate (or crenulate) ,1 )«),,,,
Cr.'Gibberula Fvainson

5 (h) Orly- a weak narrow fascicle present. Total absence of curvature

a) For the text-notes is refered to page Uo and Ui
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at the end of the siphonal canal. Outer lip margin thickened,

interiorly smooth, neither crenulate nor lirate

G. Marginella Link., suhm. Glabella Gvainson

6 (3) No fasciole at all. Outer lip interior never crenulate nor lirate.

No curvature present in the siphonal canal.' ,....• 7 (8)

7 (8) Almost hiconical, with a clearly elevated snire (sometiaes fairly

hlunt). Outer lip interior edre thickened and pronounced hy a

denticle like protrusion. The 2 posterior columellar folds are

not or slightly ohlique. Nittt-3 exceptions, the pronortion of

the a,perture height to the total height is smaller or ecual to 2/3

G, Marginalia Lnk., suhg. Stazzania Sacco

8 (7) Last vhorl cylindrical, spire short; anerture very high (more than

3A of total height). cides of aperture narollel. Thickeninp of the

outer.lip weak or null. All the columellar folds narrov, sharp and

ohlique G, r'arginella Lmk., suhg. Volvarina Hinds

COMENTF ON GENFRIC DIVISIONS - The ahove determination tahle shows the

difficulty to seperate the different genera. Let us therefor specify

2 examples.

1) Thiele made Gibberula a suhgenus of Persicula hecause of the likeness

of the radula. Cossmann made it a submenus of Cryptospira because'of the

presence of a fascicle. He regarded Cryptospire as a genus; vhile Thiele

(again considering the radula), made Cryptospira a suhgenus of Karginella.
In the Paris Basin, we consider Gihherula as a penus 2

veil characterised

concbolop-ically.

2) \le have included Marginella entomella Cossmann into the suhrenus

Stazzania (species considered Try Cossmann as a Marginalia s. s.), "because

the differences do not seerr sufficient to us: its anterior coluinellar

folds are only less oblique than in other Stazzania (thus, to our

there does not exist any Faryinella sensu stricto in the Paris

Eocene).

III - DETERMINATION TABLE FOR THE GENUS PERSICULA (Fig. 1-4).

1 (6) Fairly large (adult specimens of T mm and over). Protracted or

oval outline. Outer lip edge oblique, not elevated above the

spire 2 (5)

2 (5) Spire not or slightly elevated, covered by a flattened callus 3 ik)

3 (1+) Outline protracted s
almost cylindrical with most specimens. 5-6

columellar folds on the anterior half of the'columella. Outer lip
interior with fine and closely spaced lirae (fig. 1)

208ter- 1 P. angystoma (Desh.)

LUTETIAN: All clasical localities; especially Fames. Chaussy,

Fequiecourt, common; Villiers-Saint-Frederic, fairly common*

fairly ra,re.

U (3) Outline less protacted, more egy-shaned. T-9 columellar folds,

stretched to the posterior of the columella. Outer lip interiorly
coarsely crenulate (fig. 2) P. dautzenbergi (Cossm.)
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AUVERSIAN: Barisseuse, Baron, very rare (1 specimen from each

locality). It is a species described from the Nantes.Basin, fairly

common from Le hois-Gouët.

5 (2) Spire covered hy a callus tinping in »n elevat-ed knob.
_

Outline

egr-shaned, fore contracted (fi/r. l)..20Ster-2 P. poossensi ( Gossip.)

LUTETIAN:' Chaumont-en-Vexin (Holotype of Cossmann), Fames (fide

Cossmarm), very rare.

~

Cörarent’:' T-Ie Have never actually found this species with certainty;

some specimens from Fames have a protruding callus, hut their

evenly contracted form is very much like that of Persicula angystoma

there are thus intermediate forms,.

6(1) Fmall size (height of adult specimens smaller than U mr). Outline

subtrigonal, because the sloning extension of the outer lip;

short and flattened spire, above uhich the edge of the outer lip
sometimes protrudes (fig. 3)...208ter-3 P. pseudampulla nom. rov.

LUTETIAN: Chaussy, Pequiecourt, very rare. (A little leas rare in

the Basin of IJantes in Le Boia-C-ouët),

REMARKS ABOUT THE SPECIFIC LIMITS - Ve name P. pseudampulla the specimens

attributed to M. ampulla Deshayes by Cossmann. As Deshsyes pointed out

in his second work, his species was an Fret67 without real coluraellar

folds (in his first work. Deshayes had not classified the '-?arg~irellidae

because he had not differentiated'between then and Erato). Put the shells

studied ty Cossmnn are true Persicula,
________

having real columellar folds.

So it is. necessary,’ as Fezant had suggested, to give them a nev snecific

name.

One must be carefull vith juveniles of P. angys toma
,

vjnich can have

a stouter forr? than the adults: but they do not have the elevated outer

lip of P. pseudampulla.

Lastly, ve must make a diagnosis between P. pseudampulla. and Marginella

(Glabella) allixi (Cossmann), species from the Naritea B&ssp reported

herein from the Parisian Basin (more specifically from Chaussy), which

has . exactly the same trigonal form with extension of the posterior part of the

outer lip edge, hut of smaller size and shove all with a not

covered by a callus.

IV - DETERMINATION TABLE FOR THE GENUS GIBBERULA (Fig. 5-13).

1 (2) Columellar folds verv numerous (11-12), not oblique (transverse);

the posterior ones slightly wealer than the centrally nlaced.

Lange size; protracted and cylipdxical putline. Spire ending by

an elevated embryonic knob (fig. 5)

208bis-3 Gibberula frederici (Cossm.)

LUTETIA1T: Chaumont-en-Vexin (Oise), verv rare (fide Cossmann).

2(1) Less abundant columellar folds (number smaller than 8, normally

h-6
.. ...3 (10

3 (1+) Sme.11 adult size (height smaller than 3 mm), Spire flattened,

almost without elevation. Outer lip giving an alm.ost tri-

gonal shape; 5 columellar folds (fig. 6)

.208bis-5 Gibberula cossmanni (Morlet) ,
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LUTETIAK: Chaussy, P.ênuiêcourt, fairly commoni Ferme-de-1'Orme
9

rare. And may other classical localities (fide Cossmann).

MAR INF?LAN: Le Huel (f ide :Toriet ).

U (3) Oval or egg-shaped outline (not trigonal). Spire elevated, even if

short .3 (8)

5 (8) Only k columellar folds? .6 (7)

nci
6 (?) Stout egg-shaped outline- 2

n

eoluraellar fold (starting from the

tase of columella) very thin and sickel form; profile of the outer

lip convex, not everted., joining the suture very obliquely (fig, 7)

Oihberula godini (Cossm.)

CUISIAÏÏ: Eerouval, only the type specimen.

7 (6) Outline protracted, oliva like, almost cylindrical. The upper part

of the outer lip spreads away from the spire (see fim, 8, hack

view), and then joins the suture almost normally, surrounding a

broad and shallow posterior canal. The foremost 2 columellar folds

are thick, strong, verv oblique, and extend outside on the fasciole.

The 2 posterior folds are weaker, deeper and more transverse.

Spire typically short (fig. 8).208bis-7 Gibberula vittata (Edwards)

LUTETIAN: Fairly common in all the classical localities. Very

common in Villiers-Eaint-Frederic and Ferme-de-1 ’Orme.

AUVFRSIAN: Acy-en-Multien (fide Cossmann)

MARINESIAN; Le Ruel (fide Cossmarm).

Comment: G. vittata is a very variable species (specimens with

more than H eolumellar folds will be found further). The tvpical

form has crenulations on the outer lip edge dominating the interior

thickening and hardly extending into the anerture. The, variety o<

(nobis) has long crenulations, extending far into the interior of

the aperture (such as G. ovulata, vide infra). The variety /3

(nobis) has a more elevated spire, the lateral expansion of the

outer lip less pronounced, the same columellar folds as the

variety •< (through these 3 characteristics, it makes a passage

to G.spirata, vide infra), hut the U columellar folds are : typical.

Morphological intermediates exist between these different varieties

8 (5) More than U columellar folds (usually 5-8, seldom more9 (10)

9(10) The foremost folds have the same aspect a.s those of

G. vittata (see 7), but there exist 1 or 2 suuernumerarv folds,

very deep. The outer lip has the same characteristics as the

typical G. vittata one .... iGibberula vittata
__

(Edwards), var. (f and cl

LUTETIAN: Damery, Montmirail, rare (var. "jf ). Les Groux, fairly

common; Fames, Ferme-de-l'Orme, fairly rare; Vaudancourt, Villiers-

Saint-Frêdéric
,

rare (var. d' )•

AUVERSIAN: Le Guépelle, very rare (var, ). Barisseuse, verv

rare (var. d )•

Comment: The variety Iff has a cylindrically protracted outline, a

very short spire and 2 supernumerary folds
.

The variety 6 has

a slightly shorter outline form, the spire slightly more elongated

than the typical form; usually one supernummerary columellar fold

only (seldom a second, very weak).

10(9) The aperture joins the suture rithout lateral expansion (sometimes
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. ‘

with a small, very narrow notcb before the joint)...' 11 (16)

;
i ' ' *V * i I ’ ■■ ' ’ r ’

11(16) Fpire short or very short, smaller than 1/6 of the total height

.....12 (15)

12(15) Outline egg-shaned, somewhat stout; spire very short 13 (lU)

•f ' ' •*
*

13(lM Small (adult•specimens not higher than 5 mm). Maximum convexity

somewhat at the anteriór side (almost 1/2 or 3/5 anterior).

5-6 columellar folds, very uneven; the first 2 fairly thin, hut

prominent, fairly widely spaced (the former very oblique, the

latter more transverse), the 2 following clearly transverse, the . .

last 2 weak and very deep in the interior (last one can he absent)

Crenulations of the outer lip generally liraitedto the thickenins

of the aperture interior, seldom extended into the aperture opening

(fig. 9)�..., ...208bis-V Gibberula pusilla (Edwards)

AUVERSIAN: All classical localities, fairly common. In particular,

Auvers-sur-Oise, Ver-sur-Launette, Le Ouepelle, Barisseuse.

MARINESIAW: Le Ruel, Chars, rare.

• . •
,

. •; . ■ ; T . r ‘ ’ •
” *

1U(13) Size of the adults clearly larger (10-12 mm). Maximum convexity

very much at the anterior (1/5). Columellar folds oblique,"Strong

and regularly lessening from anterior to posterior; 5 in the

typical form and 2-3 more posterior folds in the variety polyptycta

(Cossmann). Granulations in the aperture always extended, starting

fairly far from the edge of the outer lip, and extending into the

aperture. Spire extremely short (fig. 10)

208bis-1 Gibberula ovulata (Lamarck)

LUTETIAN: All classical localities, common (the variety more

common than the typical form).

AUVERSIAN: Auvers-sur-Oise, Ver-sur-Launette, fairly rare.

MARINESIAN: Le Quoniam, fairly rare.

15(12) Outline protracted, oliva like, almost cylindrical; spire slightly

longer. Typically 7-8 columellar folds, of which only the first 5»

very oblique, are constantly present; the others are transverse

and deep in the interior. Crenulations of the outer lip is strong,

starting from the thickening of the outer lip and extending towards

the interior (fig. 11 ) .208bis-8 Gibberula suboliva (Cossm.)

AUVERSIAN: Acy-en-Multien, Le Guepelle (fide CossmannT^

MARINESIAN: Le Ruel ■ (fide Cossmann).

Comment: We have never with certainty come across this snecies in

the Parisian Basin. The illustration in the ’iconographie" repre-

sents a badly eroded specimen, which is in contradiction to the

original illustration. (Catal. Illustrê, IV, pi,VII fig. lU), and

to the illustration in ("Loire Inferieure'. I, pi.VII fig. 7-8).

We have found this species in Bois-Gouët (where it is rare); with

the lack of a Parisian specimen, we have illustrated one specimen

from the Nantes Basin,

16(11) Spire fairly protracted, 1/6 of the total height and more, conical,

pointed . 17 (18)

17(18) Margin of the outer lip thin along whole length; the internal

crenulations are distant from the edge of outer lip and extend

*
. into the interior (such as with G. ovulata, fig. 11) (fig. 12)...
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208big-l” and 2 Gibberula spirata (Cossm.)

CU1SÏAN: Liancourt-Saint-Pierre, fairly rare; Herouval, rare;

Guise, Saint Gobain (fide Cossmann).

LUTETIAN: All classical localities, fairly rare.

Comment: Cossmann has differenciated the Lutetian specimens

under the name G. ovulata var. spirata Cossmann, from the Cuisian

specimens, under the preoccupied name elevata Cossmann (non Emmons)

changed to praenominata Cossm. But not any criterion mentioned by

Cossmarm to differentiate the Cuisian specimens (i.e. the maximum

convexity more at the anterior part, outer lip more slanting,

folds more transverse) seems to- us to he constant, when comparing

specimens from the Cuisian (Liancourt-Saint-Pierre) and from the

Lutetian. That is why, as the Lutetian specimens differ notably

from G. ovulata through their outline and their longer spire, it

seems logical to us to raise the variety 208his-l" to the rank

of species, and to add to it 208his-2 praenominata (regarded as a

junior synonym).

18(17) Margin of the outer lip interiorly thickened in its mid section,

becoming thinner at the anterior and posterior part;; fairly

coarse crenulations, which can extend to the interior of the

aperture. Spire higher, regularly conical in the typical form,

with a slightly concave profile in the variety subconcava

Cossmann (fig. 13) 208bis-6 Gibberula acutispira (Cossm.)

LUTETIAN: Chaussy (typical form, and var, subconcava), fairly

rare; Villiers-Saint-Frédêric, Vaudancourt, Pannes, Rênuiêcourt,
Les Groux, rare.

,.
. .. . •* ** *• " •*

V - DETERMINATION TABLE FOR THE GENUS MARGINELLA, SUBGENUS GLABELLA (Fig.

14-16) (=Egouena Jousseaume).

Because of their egg-shaped outline, their siphonal canal without notch,

and their uncrenulated aperture interior, we group 3 species under the

name Glabella, though these species were named under different genera

by Cossmann.

This author (Catal. Illustrê,IV, P.20T) first classified Glabella

nitidula as Egouena (synonym of Glabella), but in the Essaip and the

Iconographie he classified it Marginella sensu stricto. The great likeness

with M. amygdala Kiener (the Egouen of Adanson), a recent species from

West Africa, makes us prefer the first classification by Cossmann.

Concerning the 2 other small species. Gl. allixi and Gl. chevallieri,

remembering how we judged Gibberula cossmanni (cf. note 2), it seems

logical to us to classify them here rather than in Gibberula (where

Cossmann had placed them, notwithstanding the lack of notch at the end of

the siphonal canal).

1 (2) Lange size (for Parisian Eocene); height more than 10 mm, Shell

thin (compared to the size). 1+ columellar folds, very thin and

narrow, widely spaced, the anterior 2 obliaue, and the next 2

transverse (fig. 1*0 .208-16 M. (Glabella) nitidula Desh.

LUTETIAN: Pannes, very rare; Grignon (fide Deshayes); Réquiécourt

(fide GjLibert).

2(1) Diraension very small: adult height smaller than or eaual to 2.5^**
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Fascicle very weak. 5-7 colunellar folds... ....3 (M

3 (U) Outer lip elevated-and protruding above the very flattened snire

(fif?> 15) M. (Glabella) allixi
.

(Cossm.)

LUTETIAN: Species described frore. the Nantes Be,sin fPois-rrouet,

fairly rare)
;

but ve found it in the Paris Basin, in Cbaussy,

fairly rare.

h (3) Outer lip not overreaching the spire, only slightly laterally

extended (fig. 16) M. (Glabella) chevallieri (Cossm.)

LUTETIAN: Chaussy, Requiecourt, fairly common; Parries, Villiers-

Raint-Frèdéric
,

Saint-Lubin-de-la-Haye, rare.

VI - DETERMINATION TABLE FOR THE GENUS MARGINELLA, SUBGENUS STAZZANIA

(Fig. 17-33).

1(12) Kid coluinellar folds clearlv hifurcate at their end; their diver-

ging ends sometimes join together from one fold to the other

...2 (5)

2 (5-) Last whorl angular or sub-angular, with U columellar,folds

. .
s (u)

3 (*+) The shoulder of the last whorl forms a sharp keel, well characterised 1

sometimes small longitudinal striae. Some rare specimens have only

a very weak bifurcation of the columellar folds (fig. 17.

208-10 M. (Stazzania) acutangula Desh.

LUTETIAN: Les Groux, Fames, common; Pequiecourt, fairly common;

Fontenay-Saint-Père, Vontmirail, Damerm, Gomerfontaine, rare.

U (3) The shoulder of the last whorl is rounded although angular, not

really keeled. Thickening of the outer lin edge more protruding.

(There are intermediary forms with the previous species, where

the keel is very blunt) (fig. 18)

208-11 M. (Stazzania) contabulata Desh.

LUTETIAN: Eercourt, Montmirail, 1 Orme, fairly common',

Orignon, Villiers-Saint-Frederic, Fames, fairly rare.

5 (2) Profile of the last vhorgrounded, not sub-angular: columellar

folds; if nresent, the 5' fold is not bifurcate and deeply

placed (one must seek it in the deepest nart of the aperture)
6 (7)

6 (7) Very narrow outline (proportion of total height to diameter larger

than 2/1), practically cylindrical. Spire short (height of the

aperture more than 2/3 of total height), H columellar folds. Outer

lip thickening thin interiorly. Very small size, 2 mm (fig. 19)..

• «••••••••••••••••••*•••• »i M. (Stazzania) pseudovolvarina nova species

LUTETIAN: Thionyille-sur-Opton, very rare: H syntypes (see des-

cription here after).
...

7 (6) Foregoing characteristics not applicable; outline clearlv biconical

(proportion total height/diameter smaller than 2/1); if the spire

is short, the outline is more stout, h-5 columellar folds..8 (11)

8(11) Alvays 5 columellar folds; form on the whole stout,. 9 (10)
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9 (10) Very short snire (pronortinn height of aperture/total height

more thar or equal to 3An
•

Outer lip with a very thin

thickening, which does not narrow the anerture. The columellar

folds can he slightly bifurcate; in th.at case, the fore branch

a's longer than the aft one (fig.20).
208-1*+ M

.
(Stazzania) fragilis.

Desh.

LUTETIAN: Ferme-de-l'Orme, Chaussy, Réquiêcourt, ver;/ rare:

Grignon, Fames (fide Deshayes), Fav-sous-Pois (fide Cossmann).

10 (9) Gibbous stout form; always small size (less than 3 mm). Spire

relatively high (height of aperture/ total height inbetveen

3/5 and 2/3); outer lin thickening very thick interiorly,

reducing the aperture to a narrow slit Tfig. 21)

208-13 M. (Stazzania) abnormis Morlet

AUVERSIAN; Prmenonvilie (Bois de Perthes), very rare,

MARPTEfüIAN: All classical localities, very common.

"til
11 (8) Normally U columellar folds, hut a 5' fold,: weak and very deep

in the interior, can occur.. Outline ve,riahle. with ave clearly

hiconical with adult specimens (aperture height 3/5 to 2/3 of

total height) • rèlative height óf the spire shorter with'juve-

niles
.

Outer lip thickened, especialy exteriorly; .less,

harrowed aperture than in the previous species. Adult size small.

It-5 mm (fig. 22).

....208-12 M. (Stazzania) bifidoplicata in Fdvr.

LUTETIAN: All classical localities, common or very common.

AUVERFIAÏÏ: All classical localities, fairly commop.

MAETNEFIATI: Ml classical localities, fairly common.

Comment: A polymorph species, variable in shape and dimensions.

There are intermediate morphs with the previous species, and vith

M. (Pt.) contabulata (see entry *0 when the last whorl is slightly

sub-angular.Cossmanndifferentiated 2 variaties (beside the

specimens with 5 columellar folds, of which he made no special

variety); i.e. var. columbellina Deshayes, only Lutetian, of

larger size, more nrotmcted and with p, longer spire, than. the

typical form (which is especially Bartonian),: and var. acyensis

Cossmann, particular of the Bartonian locality Acy-en-Nultien,

having a flattened thickening along the front of the margin.

Pezant described another veriety: suffusa, Bartonian, of fairly

large size, with a longer spire, and with slightly bifurcate

columellar folds (not very different from columhellina, according
to Cossmann).

12 (1) Simple columellar folds, not 'bifurcate (sometimes slightly notched

at their end, but without a real bifurcation)
.

13 (11+)

13(1*0 Upper part of vhorls (shoulder) with axial rib/etc., which crenulate

the suture under the glossy enamel. Profile of vhorls well rounded,

never suh-angular
;

(fig. 23)

208-9 M. (Stazzania) crenulata Desh.

LUTETIAN: Houdan (tyoe speciir.en). Parties (fide Cossmann):

Ferme-de-l'Oraie, Villiers-Saint-Frederic, rare.

1U(13) No longitudinal striae on the suture.. 15 (18)

15(18) Colutcellar folds thick, squarely cut out or slightly notched
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(without a real ■bifurcation) at their outer end;., 16 (17)

16(17) Form somewhat protracted (-proportion of the diameter to the total

height, in side view, about 0.35 tot 0*!j0). Last whorl generally

sub-angular or angular (without keel)
.

Aperture of 3/5 of the

total height (fig. 2h )..
•
208-!?M. (Stazzania) crassula Desh.

LUTETIAN: Almost all classical localities
s

common.

AUVFRSIAN: Ver, Le Quenelle, Earon,fairly common: Barisseuse,

Attainville, rare.

MARÏÏTÊSIAH : Monnèville
,

fairly rare.

I7(l6) Stout (proportion of diameter to total height = 0.5)* Last whorl

rounded, never sub-angular. Aperture not so high, between 1/2 and

3/5 óf total height (fig. 25)

.....
..208-3 M. ( Stanzzania) chastaingi Cossm.

LUTETIAN: Villiers-Saint-Frédêric
,

Ferme-de-1'Once, Cheussy

(fide Cossm.).

Comment: Ve have not found vith certainty this species, which is

probably a strong variety of M. crassula. Only one specimen from

Grignon, illustrated here, answers the diagnosis by Cossmann and

the figure in the Iconogranhie; 2 more dubious specimens malce

a transition to crassula.

18(15) Columellar folds thin or very thin, "widely spaced 19 (2U)

19(2U) Height of aperture greater then 2/3 of total height 20 (23)

20(23) Only U columellar folds 21 (22)

21(22) Columellar folds very thin, lamellar, very widely spaced, the

anterior 2 only slightly oblique,. Height of anerture greater than

2/3 of total height (typically 3A). Outer lip thin, curved to

the top through a small notch (fig. 26 )

.208-17 M. (Stazzania) entomella Cossm.

LUTETIAN: Villiers-Saint-Frêderic
,

Frileuse (Beynes), Ferme-de

-I'Orme, Chaussy, very rare; Fames (fide Cossmanr).

22(21) Columellar folds thin, hut not very thin, the anterior 2 very

ohlioue. Aperture equal to or greater than 2/3 of total height

(fig. 27) 208-1 M. (Stazzania) eburnea Lmk.

LUTETIAW: All classical localitiesfairly common Or common.

Comment: The a.dults of the tynical form are large ip size, and

slender (protracted); their anerture reaches 2/3 of total height.

The outer lip thickening is thin, Cossmann differentiaties (apart

from the var. 0 = pentaptycta, discüssecFHere after):

-the variety o(,
s

broader then the typical form, with anerture very

high (greater than 2/3 total height);

-the variety
,

smaller in size, vith a broader outer lip

thickening with a denticular posterior protrusion; it differs from

M. hordeola (see entry 32) through 0, higher anerture.

i. r.

23(20) 5 columellar folds (the 5 postériófis often little prótruding).

Aperture very high,,reachinr 3A of total height (fig, 28)....

208-1 M. (Stazzania) eburnea pentaptycta Cossm.

LUTETIAN: All classical localities. fairly common. Cossmann

considers them as an ordinary variety of M. eburnea (var.£3 ,
in
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the Catal, Illugtré) j. it seejns to us to he worthy of subspecies

rank.

2h{‘\9 ) Aperture smaller than 2/3 of total height ,25 (30)

25(30) Aperture greater than 1/2 of total heirht 26 (29)

26(29) Cclumellar folds very thin:, outer lip very little thickened;

aperture equal to 3/5~of total height a,,,.' 717 (28)

27(26) First vhorls flat, not convex. In principle (according to Co^mann),
the aperture is widened to the anterior, hut this characteristic

does not seem constant, nor the little sniral thichening bordering

the suture (vhich can occur vith other species) (fig. 29)

208-1+ M. (Stazzania) edwardsi Desh.

LUTETIAN: He confer to this species a fev specimens from Mont-

mirail. T'ontchauvet end Saint-Lubin-de-la-Naye.

AUVEEHIAF: All classical localities, f-’irly rare.

HARIWESIAN; All classical localities, fairly rare.

28(27) First vhorls clearly convex, columella and outer lin parallel*

no small thickening: bordering the suture (fip;. 30)

M. (Stazzania) morelletorum Gong’. & Braillon

AUVFRPTATJ: Barisseuse, Ronouerolles. very rare, (it is the new

species signaled by L. & J. Morellet from Barisseuse, and that we

have already describedT: oi*. & Braillon, 1968:

29(26) Thin (but not very thin) colunellar folds,”situated in a broad

shallow gutter (like a fossula) on the columella, vhich is hence

bordered by a blunt ridge and not evenly convex as trith otker

speciès. Outer lip thickening broad and flattened, narrowing the

aperture, and without any denticulstion. Fairly..narrow form-

aperture height variable, fron 2/3 and less to 1/2 and inore of

tota.1 height. The verticalness of the anerture (on which Deshayes

has stressed)is encountered vith other snecies also (fip. 3l”P

?0B-5 M. (Stazzania) dissimilis Desh.

LUTFTIAN: Almost all classical localities, fairlv rare - common

in
1
Orme.

30(25) Aperture equal to half total height. rTVpical and sharn denticle

on the upper part of outer lip (sometimes only weak): Fection

Dentimargo Cossmann 31 (32)

31(32) Outer lip thickening thin interiorly and exteriorly. Narrow or

very narrow form (fig. 32)..208-7 M. (Stazzania) dentifera Lmk.

LUTFTIAN: All classical localities, fairly common.

AUVFRFTAN: Le Fayel (fide Cossmann) Ronouerolles, verv rare,

MARINFFIAN: Le Ouoniam, very rare.

32(31) Outer lip thickening thick interiorly and exteriorly; less slender

form. Aperture somewhat higher. Columellar folds a
0
bit thicker.

Outer lip denticle sometimes onlv vaguely visible " (fig. 33)...

208-8 M. (Stazzania) hordeola Desh.

LUTFTIAN: Almost all classical localities, fairly rare.
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VII - DETERMINATION TABLE FOR THE GENUS MARGINELLA, SUBGENUS VOLVARINA

(Fig. 34-37).

1 (2) 5 columellar folds
*

outer lip thickening broad, flat and vinding
round the siphonal canal (fig. 3*0

.208-18 M. (Volvarina) eurychilus Cossm.

CUISIATI: Liancourt-Saint-Pierre, very rare.

2(1) U columellar folds* outer lin vith a thin margin, slightly curled

in the aperture .. 3 (*0

3 (U) Fairly large size (6-7 mi high). Form urotracted, Olivia like,

with an almost cylindrical last whorlj the characteristic, oointed

out "by Deshayes, of the spreading of the outer lip on the snire,
which bend's the suture upwards near the aperture, is unconstant

(fig. 35) ...208-6 H. (Volvarina) cylindracea Desh.

LUTETIAN: Grignon, Chaussv, Ferme-de-l'Orme (fide Co3smarm)•

Thionville-sur-Opton, very rare.

AUVEPSIAN: Le Fayel (fide Deshayes): Le Gueoelle (fide Cossmann)
J

Ronouerolles, very rare. :

MARINESIAN: Chavenqon, very rare.

k (3) Very small size (2-3 mm high). Much stouter form narrow

aperture ;post. columellar fold ; weak' (fig. 36)...

208-15 M. (Volvarina) bouryi Cossm.

LUTETIAN: Neauphlette (Yvelines), Cossmann)

Fercourt, very rare; Ferme-de-1'Orme, rare,

MARINESIAN: Two specimens from Le Quoniam differ clearly from

the typical Lutetian form through;

-their larger size;

-their h columellar fold so deep and so weak in the aperture,

that it seems that only 3 folds exist•

-their very short spire, with a completely flattened top.

These differences seem to us enough to characterize a distinct

subspecies (fig. 3T)

« t I « I * • I I « ( ( « I *'M. (Volvarina) bouryi supraeocaenica nova subso.

VIII - DESCRIPTION OF NEW TAXA.

1 - Marginella (Stazzania) pseudovolvarina nova species (fig. 19).

Derivatie nominis: It has the form of Volvarina and columellar folds

of Stazzania.

Stratum typicum: Middle Lutetian, zone IT T after Abrard.

Locus typicus: Thionville-sur-Orvton (Yvelines); U syntyne specimens.

DESCRIPTION; (fig. 19): Very snail shell (height 2 mm; max.

diameter
-

0.8 mm), consisting of 3 whorls, the last very large, taking up

nearly the whole shell, of narrow and almost cylindrical form. The first

whorls ere slightlv convex. The aperture is very long, 2/3 of total height

and more, with parallel columella and outer lip. Outer lip thin along its

contour, with a fairly broad but flattened thickening on its back, without

any denticular protrusion interiorly. Columellar edge straight, with U

very thin folds in the anterior half. The foremost is very oblique’ the last
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3 are more transverse and of lessening oblioueness, and chiefly bifurcated

towards their end; the 2 branches of the fork are long, thin widely

diverging: each fold joins the other successivelv. Siphonal canal broad,

clearly notched below.

Discussion: The cylindrical form and-the aperture with parallel sides

are those of Volvarina, but this sub-genus does not corresnond at all

with a species which has its columellar folds bifurcated such as a

Stazzania. Not any Stazzania with bifurcated folds has the same form,

being from the Parisian or the Nantes Basins, from the Cotentin or from

England (cf. Edvards); we do not think that the particular form fits the

young stage of one of these shells ( in spite of their smell dimensions,

the h syntypes seem adult); particularly, with M. bifidoplicata, the

young ones show a shortened srire, giving them a stouter form than the

adult one.

2 - Marginella (Volvarina) bouryi Cossmann supraeocaenica nova subspecies

(fig. 37).

Derivatie nominis: Stratigraphical subspecies from the upner Focene.

Stratum typi cum ; Upper Bartonian (Mapinesian).

Locus typicus: Le Quoniem (Val d'Oise) • 2 s Trntype specimens.

Description: (fig. 37): Very small shell (height 2.6 mm; max. dia-

meter T.lTlnmT7~consisting of 3 whorls, the last one very large, practi-

cally taking up the total height of the shell. Form egg-shaned cylindrical.

The spire is extreraely short and flattened. Aperture very high, very

narrow in its upper part and a little widened ant.-. The outer lip has a

thin edge, without internal crenulations, slightly curled inward; it joins

the columella by a regular curve, without any siphonal notch. The anterior

part of the 3 very oblique marked folds; e wrinkle,

correspönding to a very weak fold, is difficult to see in the deep

part.of the aperture.

Discussion: The shape of the aperture, and the first 3 columellar

folds7~afe exactly those of Marginella (Volvarina) bouryi Cossmann; this

is why we consider this form a stratigraphical suhspecies. which differs

from the nom.inal Lujgtian suhspecies through its still shorter snire,
its almost absent fold and its slightly larger size. The eharacte-

ristics of the aperture and columellar folds are such that, even although

a flattened top is present, it can be neither a Gibberula nor a Glabella.

Notes

(l) One must pay attention to very young specimens, which lack crenulations

in the interior of their outer lip. An english species from Barton,

Gibberula simplex (Edwards). is characterised, among others, by its

smooth outer lip interior. Fe have not come across G. simplex with cer-

tainty in the Parisian Basin; we have hesitated to confër to it a few

presumably adult specimens, which are more probably damaged shells or

specimens in a growing stage of other species.
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(2) The anertural lirae of G. cossmanni are often difficult to see,

esuecially with juveniles (one should look for them with great care),
and the anterior siphonal curvature is often very faint. Tt is thus an

intermediate species, of still unsure generic location; it may he

delicate to distinguish from Marginalia (Glabella) chevallieri.

(3) Gibberula suboliva Cossmann (see entry 15) has the outer lip

more slanting, the snire more elongated, the crenulations in the aper-

ture coarser.

(M In comnarison with Gibberula vittata var. rf
,

the anterior folds are

narrower, the second less oblique. The outlines also differ.

(5) Because of this, juvenile specimens of M. (St.) fragilis and of M.

(St.) bifidoplicata may be difficult to differentiate. The best diffe-

rential characteristic is the thickening of the outer lib, thin with

fragilis and thick with bifidoplica.ta.

(6) M. (St.) acutangula (see entry 3) car sometimes have sraall longitudinal

striae, hut its sharp keel makes misidentification impossible.

(7) Because of this angularity and of the nötched end of folds, this

species must be compared to M. contabulata (see entry U); the letter'

have however strongly bifurcate and clearly less thick folds. But some

intermediate morphotypes exist, which are difficult to determine.

(8) There exist intermediary forms with M. crassula (entry 16), with

thick columellar folds, with hardlv guttered columella. but where the

protracted form of the last whorl is not angular and the outer lip

thickening is that of dissimilis: Montmirail (Lutetian), Barisseuse

(Auversien),

1 ::

(9) The original description by Deshayes, thé illustration in his first

work and the comment in his second vork, do not mention the posterior

denticle on the outer lip. it is Cossmann, in the'Catalogue Illustré *

and the Iconographie, who classified it as Dentimargo, next to. M. denti-

fera; meanwhile, in his work on the ’Loire inférieure'
,

the denticle

is not again mentioned. It is thus the form without denticle that has

to be regarded as the typical form, and the denticulated form as a

variety.

(10) Hence it looks like a Gibberula; but it has no fasciole, nor

crenulations or the outer lip. The diagnosis is made on the thin and

very oblique columellar folds, of which tbe is very weak (this can

lead to the observation of only 3 folds).
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FIG. 1-U EOCKTE PERSICULA

Fig, la and 1b: P.angystoma (Desh,), ex. from Pamea, x5>

Pig, 2: P. dautzenbergi (Coasm.), ex. from Barieseuse, x?

Fig. 3s P. pseudampulla nomen novum, ex. from Chaussy, x8

Fig. **ï P. gooeaansi (Cossm.), holotype from Chaunont-en-Vexin,
after Cossm,, x5.
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FIG. 5-13 EOCENE GIBBERULA

Fig. 5: G. frederici (Cosam.), nfter Coaamann, x3

Fig. 6: G. coaamanni (Morlet), ex, from réquiécourt, x15

Fig, ?! 0. godini (Cosam.), after Coaamann, x7

Fig. 8: G. vittata (Edwarda), ex. from Ferme-de-1 ’Orme, x?

Fig. 9s G. puailla (edvarda), ex. from Barisseuse, x7

Fig. 10: G. ovulata polyptycta (Cosam.), ex. from Chauaay, x5

Fig. 11: G, auboliva (Cosam.), ex. from Boia-Gouet, x7

Fig, 12: 0. apirata (Cosam.), ex, from Ferrae-de-l*Orrae, x7

Fig, 13: G. acutiapira (Cosam.), ex. from Les Groux, x7.
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FIG, lU-l6 EOCENE MARGINELLA (GLABELLA)
{

Fig. lU: M. (O.) nitidula Desh., ex, frons Parnea, x5

Fig, 15ï M. (G.) allixi (Cosuas.), ex. frons Chauesy, x15

Fig, 16; M. (G.) chevallieri (Coaem.), ex. frons Chaussy, x!5
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PIG, 17-28 EOCENE MARGINFLLA (STAZ2ANTA)

Fig. 17: M. (S.) acutangula Desh., ex, from Les Groux, x8

Fig, 18: M. (B.) contabulata Desh,, ex, from Feroe-de-1'Orrae, x8

Pig, 19: M. (S.) pseudovolvarina nova species, syntype from Thionville-

sur-Opton, x15

Pig. 20: M. (S.) fragilia Desh., ex. from Perme-de-l'Orme, x8

Fig, 21: M. (S.) abnormis Morlet, ex, from Chavenqon, x8

Fig, 22: M. (S.) bifidopliceta Edvards, ex, from Villiers, x8

Pig. 23: M. (f5.) crenulata Desh., ex. from Villiers, x8

Fig, 2k: M. (S.) crassula Desh., ex, from Villiere, x5

Pig. 25: M. (S.) chastaingi Cossm., ex, from Orignon, x7

Fig. 26: M. (F.) entomella Cosgn., ex, from Chaussy, x8

Pig. 27: M. (S.) eburnea Lamk,, ex. from Grignon, x5

Fig. 28: M. (S.) eburnea pentaptycta Cosrnn., ex. from Villiers, x5
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PIG, 29-33 BOCME MAEGINELLA. (STAZZARIA)

Fig. 29: M. (S.) edvards Desh.» ex, from Barisseuae, x8

Pig, 30: M. (G.) norelletorum Goug, & Braill,, holotype from Barisseuae, x8

Pig, 31 •• M. (8,) dissimilie Desh., ex, from Prileuae, x8

Fig. 32: M. (S*) dentifera Laadt., ex, from Villier», x8

Pig. 33: M. (S,) hordeola Desh., ex, from Réquiêcourt, x8.
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PIG. 34-37 EOCEBTE MARGIKELLA (VOLVARIHA)

Fig, 34: M. (V.) eurychilua Coaam,, ex, from Liancourt-Saint-Pierre, x7

Pig. 35'- M, (V.) cylindracea Deah., ex, from Thionville-aur-Opton, x7

Pig. 36: M, (V.) bouryi bouryi Coaam,, ex, from Perme-de-l'Orme, xl?

Fig. 37; M. (V.) bouryi eupraeoeaenica nova aubapeeiea, eyntype from

Le Quoniam, x15.


